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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles are currently the most used solution for cultural heritage in the
field of close range and low altitude acquisitions. This work shows data acquired by multitemporal
and multispectral aerial surveys in the archaeological site of San Vincenzo al Volturno (Molise, Italy).
The site is one of the most important medieval archaeological sites in the world. It is a monastic
settlement that was particularly rich during the early Middle Ages, and is famous for its two full-
frescoed crypts which represent a milestone in the history of medieval art. Thanks to the use of
multispectral aerial photography at different times of the year, an area not accessible to archaeological
excavation has been investigated. To avoid redundancy of information and reduce the number of
data to be analysed, a method based on spectral and radiometric enhancement techniques combined
with a selective principal component analysis was used for the identification of useful information.
The combination of already published archaeological data and new remote sensing discoveries, has
allowed to better define the situation of the abbey during the building phases of the 8th/9th century
and 11th century, confirming and adding new data to the assumptions made by archaeologists.

Keywords: medieval archaeology; remote sensing; drones; multispectral analysis; multitemporal
analysis; San Vincenzo al Volturno; Principal Component Analysis

1. Introduction

In the context of close range acquisitions at relatively low altitudes, UASs (unmanned
aerial systems) are currently one of the most used solutions for cultural heritage (CH). They
have become a key-tool in the field of remote sensing for CH. In fact, the development
of high-performance and low-cost UASs has allowed to not use planes and helicopters,
common tools in aerial archaeology, for minor acquisitions [1–4]. The exponential increase
in activities related to the use of UASs in archaeology has significantly increased the number
of publications in this field [5].

In particular, UASs are used for activities such as (i) three-dimensional survey and
documentation of archaeological sites and excavations, (ii) documentation of monuments,
and (iii) large-scale survey for landscape archaeology. A considerable advantage is the
possibility to fly over any area and, with the necessary precautions, to reach places not
accessible with other instruments, terrestrial or airborne. Another strong point is to be able
to adapt UASs with different payloads according to the need and purpose of the acquisition.
Payload is the load, in terms of weight, that can be achieved by a UAS. Consumer drones
support a light-weight load (max 800 g) but often it is enough to adapt several sensors.
Most used sensors in archaeological field are:
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(i) RGB cameras [6–13];
(ii) Multispectral/hyperspectral cameras and thermal imaging cameras [14–21];
(iii) LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) [22–26].

RGB cameras are certainly the most used sensors and, usually, are already supplied
with the UAS. RGB sensors allow to capture images in visible wavelengths (430–700 nm)
that can be processed with three-dimensional photogrammetry or SFM (structure from
motion) software. The accuracy of the survey is closely linked to several factors, such as
(i) calibration of the cameras, (ii) use of photogrammetric markers and ground control
points (GCPs), (iii) use of external equipment (e.g., Real Time Kinematic, total stations,
GPS, etc.). Software can return several outputs, such as point cloud, three-dimensional
model, textured model, etc. [27–30]. In addition to the RGB sensor, a payload that can be
adapted is a multispectral camera to analyse wavelengths beyond the visible spectrum.
The analysis of multispectral images allows to understand the relationship that exists
between the presence of buried archaeological elements and the vegetation present on the
surface [31–33].

The identification of archaeological features in images is facilitated by the change
in reflectance of vegetation in certain areas. This change generates a clearly visible con-
trast in multispectral images between the archaeological features and their surroundings,
particularly in the Red, Green, Near Infrared and Red-edge channels [34–39].

The same contrast is also accentuated within calculated images (indices), the result of
the mathematical combination of channels, useful for assessing the health of the vegetation,
the level of humidity and the production of chlorophyll [40,41]. Depressions, cavities and
structures in subsoil influence local phenology, which is more or less vigorous depending
on the type of presence. Archaeological features are usually more evident during the early
stages of growth, when it is strongly influenced by soil moisture [42–45].

The purpose of this paper is to show the results obtained from the analysis of
multispectral–multitemporal data acquired during a campaign of four acquisitions by
UAS, in the archaeological site of San Vincenzo al Volturno (Molise, Italy). The use of
remote sensing (RS) techniques by drone has allowed to investigate an area outside the
current area of the archaeological site, allowing to make assumptions with non-invasive
techniques about the presence of buried remains in an area that cannot be investigated, to
date, with the normal techniques of archaeological excavation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The area of interest (AOI) was chosen due to the hypothesis of buried buildings,
located south of the archaeological site (Figure 1). The place is perfect to test remote
sensing (RS) techniques such as UASs: (i) it is far from private buildings and main streets
or rails; (ii) it is in a low-traffic area; (iii) it is in an open private property, bordering to the
public properties; (iv) non-invasive techniques are allowed without restrictions.

The archaeological site of San Vincenzo al Volturno is one of the most important sites
in Europe for the early medieval period. According to ancient sources, the monastery was
founded at the beginning of the 8th century by three noblemen from Benevento (Campania,
Italy) who sought to embrace a monastic life [46,47].

They settled among previously existing late Roman buildings, near the river Volturno.
During the 9th century, the monastery reached its zenith thanks to support received by
Carolingian emperors. In this period the monastic complex grew to considerable size,
inhabited by a community of several hundred monks. Information about the number of
monks in the monastery is given by the size of the buildings (e.g., refectory). The monastic
refectory, dating to the 9th century, is a rectangular building 31 m long and 11 m wide. The
building was constructed with the floor slightly sloping towards the river. Along the walls
and among the central columns a bench was built to allow some 300 monks to sit down
and have their meals. It ran a landed patrimony spanning several areas of southern Italy
(Figure 2a).
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Figure 1. Archaeological area of San Vincenzo al Volturno (Isernia, Molise, Italy): (a) location of the survey area; (b) overlay 

of the survey area with the structures surveyed by archaeologists during excavations (1980–2019); (c) digital elevation 

model (DEM) obtained from the image acquired on 16 July 2019. The coordinate system used was WGS 1984 UTM Zone 
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Figure 2. (a) Reconstructive hypothesis of the monastery during the early Middle Ages; (b) reconstructive hypothesis of
the monastery during the late Middle Ages (drawings by S. Carracillo, both available on www.sanvincenzoalvolturno.it,
accessed on 29 June 2021).

The monastic buildings of this phase (refectory, assembly room, vestibule, churches
and a garden court) were grouped around an open central space and the main abbey church
stood in the southwestern corner. Dating back to the 9th century are the main churches of
the monastery built by the so-called builder-abbots Joshua, Talaric, and Epiphany: the main
basilica (Basilica Maior) with the crypt of Joshua and the church and crypt of Epiphany.
Both these buildings represent a milestone for the study of medieval art-history in the world,
thanks to their architecture and frescoes. The monastery suffered a strong setback due to
an earthquake (848 A.D.) and an Arab attack (881 A.D.). The settlement was destroyed

www.sanvincenzoalvolturno.it
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by fire during the attack and the surviving monks left the place for 30 years. After this
period, monks returned in Molise and re-built part of the monastery. The monastery had
another period of prosperity during the 11th century. The development of the monastery
during this new phase, differed profoundly from the previous one because it acquired a
well-defined planimetric scheme, typical of those centuries, although it partly reoccupied
the spaces already built [48]. In the 11th century, the abbey of San Vincenzo was rebuilt
following a plan largely different from that of Carolingian times. New buildings were
developed around the main church and a rectangular cloister was built on its southern side
(Figure 2b).

The abbey was abandoned during the 12th century and the monks established a new
monastery on the opposite side of the Volturno [49,50].

The importance of the archaeological site of San Vincenzo was rediscovered during
the 20th century, after the fortuitous discovery of the crypt of Epifanio by a local farmer.
The archaeological excavations in the site of San Vincenzo al Volturno began in the 80s. At
present, a campaign of archaeological excavations is scheduled every year between July
and September, directed by Prof. F. Marazzi (Università degli Studi Suor Orsola Benincasa
di Napoli).

Before the beginning of the archaeological activity, the area was dedicated to the
cultivation of vines and olive trees, and later to agriculture and pasture, as the entire plain
of the Volturno river; this is visible within the images acquired by the Military Geographical
Institute of the Italian State (IGM) since the 1940s (Figure 3).

Analysis of historical data/maps and aerial photos is a common practice in the
study of the ancient landscape and, during the last decades, has led to the discovery of
archaeological sites around the world [33,51–58]. Traces of palaeo land use are still clearly
visible within photos acquired during the last century by planes and high-resolution
satellite platform (e.g., Google Earth or ESRI), and are identifiable during archaeological
excavations, as (i) large holes due to tree removal, (ii) large accumulations of agricultural
soil, (iii) archaeological material shredded and dispersed by mechanised agricultural
activity [59].
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2.2. UAS, Camera and Acquisition Methods

The investigation in the abbey of San Vincenzo al Volturno was carried out using a
Parrot Ag Disco Pro, produced by Parrot SA, Paris, France (Table 1).

It is a fixed-wing UAS, equipped with a multispectral camera (Parrot Sequoia). Parrot
Sequoia is a camera with several sensors that allow to acquire images in the wavelengths
of Green (550 nm), Red (660 nm), Red-Edge (735 nm), Near Infrared (790 nm), and a single
RGB camera (16 mpx). In addition, the camera uses an external brightness sensor (sunshine)
that collects and records real-time data on light conditions, allowing a perfect normalisation
of the images (Figure 4).

www.igmi.org
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Table 1. Summary of the flight and processing parameters.

flight dates 1 July, 12 August, 16 September 2019
multispectral camera Parrot Sequoia+

reflectance panel Parrot Sequoia reflectance panel
RGB resolution 16 mpx

multispectral resolution 2 mpx
acquired bands Green, Red, Red-Edge, NIR

used UAS Parrot Ag Disco Pro
useful hectares per flight 6.5 ha

flight height 50 m
flight speed 13 m/s ca.
time of day between 10 and 12 a.m.

multispectral photos per flight 580
RGB photos per flight 145

overlap 80% (frontal and lateral)
dense cloud (high quality) 6.667.479 points

density point 98.7 points/m2

tie point 454,576
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Flight operations were conducted using Pix4D capture app for IOS. The application
allows to select an area of interest for the survey, and manages the flight autonomously, after
setting speed, overlap between shots and flight height. The flight parameters were constant
for the entire duration of the activity. During each session, the drone reached a height of
50 m above the take-off point and a cruising speed of 13 m/s (46 km/h). The overlap of
the photos was constant, with a frontal and lateral overlap of 80%. The acquisition phase
was carried out from July to September 2019, for a total of three flights. The area covered
by the survey is 0.065 km2/6.5 ha and it is located to the south of the abbey, outside the
modern boundary of the archaeological site. The area was chosen because it is relevant
for the knowledge of the development of the urban plan of the monastery to the south.
However, the area is outside the archaeological site and can only be analysed by remote
sensing analysis. Each flight allowed to acquire 580 images (145 for each spectral band).
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2.3. Data Processing

The data processing was carried out following the flowchart shown in Figure 5.
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Multispectral images were processed using different software and methodologies.
Multispectral images were pre-processed using Agisoft Metashape software, useful for the
creation of orthophotomosaics and reflectance maps. The acquired images were radiomet-
rically corrected thanks to the use of a Parrot Sequoia reflectance panel. The processed
multispectral orthophotomosaics had a GSD (ground sampling distance) between 4 and
5 cm/pixel. Metashape s generated orthophotomosaics of images in the channels of Red,
Green, Nir, Red-edge and their respective reflectance maps, in GeoTIFF format. The photo
alignment for each flight was produced in several steps: (i) creation of the point cloud
(sparse and dense) using “high” as processing parameter; (ii) the alignment of the point
clouds was achieved using the “align using markers” tool of the Metashape software, iden-
tifying within the photos homologous fixed points above known structures and elements
(panels, modern buildings, field boundary elements) in order to have a homogeneous
distribution of markers along the edges and within the survey area to create an alignment
based on the source images (image-to-image); (iii) then the processed data for each flight
were used to produce DEMs (digital elevation models) and orthophotomosaics; (iv) the
data thus produced were exported to be processed in other software.

The produced outputs were then aligned to the archaeological evidence discovered
during excavations from 1980 to 2019, using maps produced by archaeologists using co-
registration tools in ArcMap, based on a GCP (ground control point) alignment process.
The alignment was done taking into account the structures visible both in the archaeological
surveys and in the orthophotos produced by drone in order to preserve the alignment of
the features for the remote sensing analysis. In fact, the idea behind this alignment was to
preserve mainly this alignment, so as to facilitate the archaeological interpretation of the
features observed by drone.
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The processed files were then processed in SAGA Gis software, an open source
software, for the operations of (i) resampling, (ii) clipping, and then (iii) exporting with
new proprieties as a layer-stack. The resampling tool was essential to be able to work with
all the data at the same time, bringing the pixels of each image to the same size. Resampling
is the process of determining new values of cells (pixels) in a grid (image) that result from
applying some geometric transformation to an input image, referring to a reference image
or a set parameter. The transformation can be of different types: (i) nearest neighbour
assignment, (ii) bilinear interpolation, and (iii) cubic convolution. In this case, resampling
with nearest neighbour assignment was used [60,61].

Images were then processed to improve the visualisation of features of archaeological
interest as described in the following paragraphs.

2.4. Feature Enhancement Operations

Local differences in soil moisture and vegetation health are identifiable thanks to
reflectance maps. In the context of archaeological research, these differences are called
archaeological proxy indicators and are used by archaeologists to hypothesise the presence
of buried structures on the basis of possible recognisable patterns (e.g., geometric features).
These are created by the presence of buried structures or traces, or by anthropogenic actions
that create discontinuities in soil permeability or positively/negatively affect vegetation
growth and health [62–64].

Enhance the visibility of proxy indicators, also called crop- and soil-marks, is possible
thanks to the use of several methods and is a mandatory step in remote sensing (RS)
techniques applied to archaeology.

To enhance the visual interpretation of crop- and soil-marks, several enhancing tech-
niques were applied, according to RS literature, such as (i) radiometric enhancement, (ii)
spectral enhancement (indices based); (iii) transformation (principal component analysis).

2.4.1. Radiometric Enhancement

The first operation carried out on coregistred and resampled images was a radiometric
enhancement applied to Nir-Red-Green composites, also called False Color Infrared (FCIR)
images, and single bands. The radiometric enhancement is a simple pixel-based technique
useful to enhance the presence of differences in pixel value, through changes made to
the histogram of individual bands in an image, working on brightness and contrast,
characteristics related to reflectance [34,65] (Figure 6).

Histogram techniques can be applied on gray-level images, single channel, images
or on RGB (multichannel) images, completely changing the rendering of the final result
compared to the initial one [66]. According to Lasaponara and Masini [63,64], radiometric
enhancement techniques used were (i) minimum–maximum and percentage linear contrast
stretch (linear technique), (ii) histogram equalisation (nonlinear techniques). Both tech-
niques were applied with the aim to increase the contrast and improve the identification of
features of archaeological interest and select them from the background (see Section 2.4.2).
The linear enhancement techniques are based on contrast stretching using (i) percentage
(e.g., 1%, 2%, 5%), (ii) standard deviation (e.g., ±1 σ, ±2 σ, ±3 σ), or (iii) imposed values,
to expand the original values into a new distribution. Software and platforms (e.g., ENVI,
R, Qgis, Arcmap, Matlab, Google Earth Engine, etc.) allow through a specific function to
identify the minimum and maximum values on which to scale the image [67] (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Example of linear enhancement techniques applied on September image: (a) FCIR image; (b) transformed
FCIR image.

Histogram equalisation methods are probably the most common nonlinear contrast
enhancement methods. Histogram equalisation techniques herein proposed are divided
into two approaches: (i) global histogram equalisation (GHE), and (ii) adaptive histogram
equalisation (AHE). In the GHE the histogram of the input image is used for the trans-
formation, resulting in a flattened and stretched histogram; while in AHE, several local
histograms are calculated and used to improve local contrasts [68,69] (Figure 8).

Radiometric improvement techniques were also applied to the results obtained from
the principal component analysis process (see results and discussion).
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2.4.2. Spectral Enhancement

Spectral enhancement techniques were applied to enhance the features in relation
to their spectral signature, in order to identify the features of archaeological interest
and therefore the presence of buried elements. The most common and simple spectral
enhancement technique that can be applied in the context of RS for cultural heritage is the
creation of indices [63,64].

Indices are created by performing mathematical operations using the individual bands,
and their spectral characteristics, to create new images. Indices have several functions and
are based on the different individual bands involved in their creation. Those considered
for this type of analysis, and for archaeology in general, were (i) indices for monitoring
vegetation health and chlorophyll percentage, useful to enhance differences between
healthy and unhealthy vegetation, and (ii) indices useful to identify differences in soil
moisture [31,38,70–72] (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Example of crop-marks pattern in relation to the presence of buried remains (drawn by the authors): (a) illustrative
diagram of the reaction of the health of the vegetation in relation to the subsoil; (b) illustrative diagram of the reflectance
recorded in cases similar to (a).

Through mathematical operations between reflectance bands, several indices were
obtained (Table 2).

Table 2. Calculated indices.

Index Equation Reference

Difference Vegetation Index (DVI) NIR − Red [73]
Green Difference Vegetation Index (GDVI) NIR − Green [74]
Green Normalised Difference Vegetation

Index (GNDVI)
(NIR−Green)
(NIR+Green)

[74]

Green Ratio Vegetation Index (GRVI) NIR
Green [42]

Normalised Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI)

(NIR−Red)
(NIR+Red)

[75]

Optimised Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
(OSAVI)

1.5×(NIR−Red)
NIR+Red+0.16

[42]

Modified Simple Ratio (MSR) ( NIR
Red )−1(√

NIR
Red

)
+1

[72]

Advanced Vegetation Index (AVI) [NIR ∗ (1 − Red) ∗ (NIR − Red)]1/3 [42]
Nonlinear Vegetation Index (NLI) NIR2−Red

NIR2+Red
[71]

Among the most used is certainly NDVI index (Normalised Difference Vegetation
Index). NDVI is an NIR-based index, useful for the study of canopy health and ranges
between −1 and +1, where negative values or values close to 0 correspond to bare soil,
buildings and water, while values close to 1 indicate thick and healthy vegetation, although
this is closely related to phenology, vegetation type and season [76].

Other calculated indices were similar to NDVI, such as (i) GNDVI (Green Normalised
Difference Vegetation Index) and (ii) GRVI (Green Ratio Vegetation Index), but more
sensitive to chlorophyll concentration [73,77].

Spectral enhancement techniques are certainly one of the first steps to facilitate the
interpretation of images and the recognition of potentially buried remains [34]. The
difference between the features in the images, characterised by a different spectral response,
was the basis for the recognition and enhancement of the features from a spectral and
geometric point of view. The archaeological proxy indicators visually identified within
the data were therefore marked as features of archaeological interest or point of interest
(POIs) and distinguished from the immediate surroundings, where presumably there are
no remains of archaeological interest. After the identification of the POIs, the spectral
signature of the features of archaeological interest in all bands and indices was plotted and
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spectral separability between POIs and their surrounding was calculated using M-statistic
method [78] (1):

M = (µ1 − µ2)/(σ1 + σ2), (1)

where, µ1 is the mean value for class POIs, µ2 is the mean value for the background and σ1
and σ2 are the respective standard deviation.

The M-statistic tests the separation between the histograms produced by plotting the
pixel values within two classes. Good separability is achieved for M > 1 [79]. The extracted
graphs were useful to identify the best performing bands and indices, over time, for the
identification of features of archaeological interest (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. In the graphs, the lines represent the reflectance, referring to (a), while the columns represent the statistical M
value: (a) points of interest selected for the reflectance calculation: (POIs) selection, where the presence of archaeological
remains is expected, and points of no interest (No-POIs), where the presence of archaeological remains is not expected;
(b) M-statistic of the individual bands and of the calculated indices, with reference to the threshold of value 1 used to filter
the bands for the SPCA calculation; (c) example of the reflectance (left-vertical axis) and statistical M (right-vertical axis) for
Green, Red, Red-Edge, and NIR from the July to September acquisitions, with reference to the threshold of value 1 used to
filter the bands for the SPCA calculation.

The indices produced were (i) analysed individually and selected for their spectral
properties (Figure 10), (ii) transformed through principal component analysis in new outputs.

2.4.3. Data Reduction

Using groups of images and indices, a PCA (principal component analysis) was per-
formed to reduce redundancy of information, and, of course, reduce the number of inputs
to be analysed for the identification of features of archaeological interest. PCA is one of the
most used and oldest methods for data reduction, useful to operate with a large dataset and
to reduce input dimensions “preserving as much variability as possible” [80]. The PCA is a
technique of data simplification. It was already used in the past to enhance the presence of
archaeological proxy indicators, for hyperspectral and multispectral images [81–84]. Its aim
is to reduce the number of variables present in the most representative ones. In the case of
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multispectral images, the PCA considers the images as matrices of numbers (the pixel value
also defined as spectral signature). The PCA generates new images decorrelated to each other,
in number equal to the input data [85,86]. PCA is a very useful tool to reduce redundancies
but there are some risks such as the possibility of losing useful data (small features) by only
looking at the first components [85]. PCA involves specific steps: (i) averaging the pixels of
the input images, creating an image of the average, and subtracting the computed mean image
from each input image; (ii) computing the covariance (or correlation) matrix over all input
bands; (iii) decomposing the eigenvalue of the covariance matrix to obtain new images, called
components. Overall, PCA is a linear transformation that transforms a number of correlated
variables into a (smaller) number of uncorrelated variables, that still preserve much of the
information present in the input data set. This allows the information to be concentrated
within a few components [87,88].

For this study PCA was performed using correlation matrix method in SAGA Gis
software. The process was obtained using all images with threshold M > 1: (i) individual
bands per acquisition day, and (ii) produced indices [89]. This method, called selective
principal component analysis (SPCA), is already known in the literature and consists of
transforming only the bands or indices assessed to be most efficient in extracting useful
information for archaeological research [90]. In accordance with the literature on the issue,
PCs produced were not unambiguous and not all PCs were useful [91], as displayed by the
RGB combination (R: 1st PC; G: 2nd PC; B: 3rd PC) in Figure 11.
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In this case, the most significant bands were autoptically selected from those generated
and used for the recognition of features of possible archaeological interest, as is shown in
the Figure 12 where R: 4th PC; G: 23th PC; B: 27th PC.
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Useful PCs were considered in RGB combination, as previously used in the field of RS
for CH, since analysing all of them would not have benefited the analysis and would have
frustrated the SPCA data-reduction process [92,93].

3. Results

The analysis was carried out on all the images produced (single images, indices and
transformed images) for the identification of single features, trying to match archaeological
ancillary data with the multispectral one. The creation of indices (spectral enhancement)
was undoubtedly a mandatory step for archaeological research. On the other hand, even
SPCA transformation was fundamental, as well as radiometric enhancement, with standard
deviation displays at ±1.5–2 σ (Figure 12).

An important step was represented by the autoptical analysis of the images produced,
which showed significant differences due to the individual channels involved (see data
processing). Single channels (NIR, Red, Green, Red-Edge) over time, showed different
features due to the state of growth of the vegetation in the area, influenced by seasons and
human action. The visibility of features was also influenced by the radiometric enhance-
ment methodologies applied. An improved result was observed for the combination of
the individual bands in RGB images (Red: Nir band; Green: Red band; Blue: Green band)
for each acquisition date, using AHE and standard deviation (±2 σ), and in the calculated
indices, according to spectral response and M statistic (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. (a) July FCIR; (b) July NLI with M = 6.4; (c) August FCIR; (d) August OSAVI with M = 2.6;
(e) September FCIR; (f) September GNDVI with M = 3.1. All views were obtained using radiometric
enhance standard deviation (±2 σ) method.

However, the best result was obtained, as expected, by the SPCA, enhanced using
radiometric enhancement methodologies, which provided in a single RGB composition,
with selected principal components (PCs), most of the useful information observed within
the individual bands and the different indices. The SPCA obtained from the correlation
matrix and combined in RGB using 4th, 23rd, 27th PCs, was considered to be the most
suitable for the visualisation of features of archaeological interest (Figure 12).
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4. Discussion

Archaeological indicators, as well as other features, were well identifiable within
the individual images produced. Furthermore, the high resolution of the acquisitions
allowed the easy identification of different types of features [94] such as (i) possible buried
structures; (ii) changes in the permeability and depth of the soil; (iii) traces of agricultural
vehicles; (iv) traces of canals and channels or paths; (v) recent traces of vehicles. The
identified features in the acquired data were analysed trying to separate the evidence of
archaeological interest from those of no archaeological interest, using simultaneously data
from RS and ancillary data (literature, excavation reports, etc.). In particular, in order to
avoid data redundancy and maximise the information, the RGB combination produced
from the SPCA shown in the Figure 12 was used as the reference image, as it was considered
to be the best compromise produced during the study phase. The SPCA operation was
fundamental in reducing the useless input information, thresholding the useful images by
spectral statistics (M > 1) and concentrating through PCA only the bands considered to be
performing for the archaeological study.

4.1. Non-Archaeological Features

The most evident features were certainly those left by the agricultural vehicles that
pass through the field. The field, in fact, although no longer subject to agricultural activity,
has been used in the past for crops, olive groves, orchards, and vineyard as the entire
area around the abbey of San Vincenzo al Volturno [95]. Moreover, still today it is crossed
by vehicles and people to reach the inner fields, and vegetation is cut regularly. These
features were easy to identify for several reasons: (i) are regular, composed by two parallel
lines running at a distance of 170/200 cm from each other; (ii) in most cases, are east–
west oriented, from the river to the hinterland; (iii) have a low value in canopies-health
indices and bands. Agricultural traces have been identified within the whole field, from a
macroscopic point of view, as deep linear signs SW–NE oriented, according to IGM images
(Figure 3). These are certainly the result of a previous agricultural vocation of the area, but,
probably, are also dictated by the natural course of the soil deposits near the embankment
of the river Volturno. Other anthropic signs were identified in those left by the cultivation
of the tree, and traces left by rearrangement activities in the area following archaeological
excavation or field stripping. The traces seem to be directed towards a vegetated area,
where vegetation has grown over a large amount of stones and lithic elements, probably
piled up (Figure 14).

4.2. Features of Archaeological Interest (FoAI)

Features with regular geometric shape were identified in multispectral images, indices,
and PCs. The identification was carried out using archaeological hypothesis made in the
past on the development of the abbey. According to these considerations, the monastery
developed in a southerly direction, with a cloister, after the 9th century, assuming a scheme
that could be considered similar to that depicted on the well-known Plan of St. Gall, or
other monasteries of the late Middle Ages [96,97].

Most of the FoAI identified within the survey area fall in the area immediately outside
the fence of the archaeological site, enclosed between the Basilica Maior and a landscape-
barrier consisting of trees and vegetation (probably the remains of a border wall or a canal).
The FoAI are clearly visible, above all, in SPCA. FoAI have showed an extremely complex
pattern. The main problem is represented by the overlapping of structures and events
during the different phases of the life of the abbey, which is present in the area as it is visible
within the excavated areas. The features have been divided into two macro-groups based
on the angle with respect to the West–East axis, to be studied from a macroscopic point of
view in the whole context: (i) FoAI with an angle of 10/25 degrees and their orthogonals;
(ii) FoAI with an angle of 25/45 degrees and their orthogonals (Figure 15).
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The first appreciable group of features is located immediately south of the Basilica, and
suggests probably, an extension south of the monastic workshop. This evidence probably
belongs to the 2nd architectural phase of the monastic settlement (9th century). The second
group of structures is characterised by the extension of two parallel walls which create an
extension of the corridor between “atrium” and the structures of monumental upstairs to
the basilica. The East wall probably turns left, where we can observe a NW–SE wall. This
evidence could belong to the 5th building phase, as the wall which starts from the room on
the south side of the apses. This structure turns left and creates with pre previous walls a
kind of corridor (with “C” plan). Actually, it is hard to understand if these structures belong
to the same building activities in which appear also the walls of the “cloister” (11th century)
(Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Identified features: (a) 2nd phase (9th century); (b) 5th phase (11th century).

However, the main doubt is represented by another group of features. On the East
side of the plan: two parallel walls with North–South orientation which arrive near another
group of structures that seems to describe a large building with two apses on the East side.
Whereas, the features on the West side of this buildings are probably the traces of collapsed
walls. The building with apses is parallel to a long wall (with SW/NE orientation) that
could represent part of the monastic defensive wall on its South side, although there are
other buildings south of it. Finally, we can notice how the hypothetical defensive wall
crosses the water ditch that could belong to a roman or pre-roman phase, according to the
other ditches visible in the plane of Rocchetta, around the new Abbey [98].

5. Conclusions

The use of multispectral images over time, of the same area, has allowed to identify
elements whose visibility is closely linked to phenology, confirming what is already known
in literature on the issue [31,38,70–72]. According to what has been observed in the images,
indices and graphs reported, the visibility of the archaeological proxy indicators has been
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influenced by anthropic and climatic factors, which have modified the phenology and the
state of the vegetation. This phenomenon made all the images acquired useful, although
the July image seems to differ from the August and September images, which are quite
similar. In the data acquired in August and September, vegetation was influenced by a cut-
operation, which took place at the beginning of August, and has showed signs of regrowth
strongly influenced by the presence of buried elements, differences in soil permeability,
as well as traces left by the vehicles. The phenology has allowed to obtain more evidence
of small features in sharp contrast to the background. On the contrary, the data acquired
in July showed a widespread growth of vegetation whose health was reflected in the
strong zonal spectral differences recorded within the several bands and enhanced by the
creation of FCIRs and indices. This has allowed the identification of linear ‘macro-features’
probably created by the presence of extensive elements in the subsoil that impact on soil
characteristics and the natural development of vegetation. PCAs played a crucial role in
the trade-off between avoiding the loss of useful information and reducing the number
of images to be considered, due to the differences between the acquisitions. The use of
selective PCA (SPCA), already employed in the past in other studies, was fundamental in
this case, but allowed considerations to be made on acquisitions at a larger scale, making
the entire process replicable and scalable. In fact, the methodology of identifying the
features of archaeological interest, for the reconstruction of the ancient monastery, was
facilitated by the use of statistics (M statistic) and the SPCA transformation, reducing
the number of source images to be analysed to a single RGB composition. Of course, this
represented a compromise, however, in view of a general methodology, applicable to optical
big- and multitemporal-data (e.g., multispectral and hyperspectral), the data-reduction is a
mandatory step and SPCA could be a good choice.

RS and UAS technologies have been useful for the discovery phase of the archaeo-
logical site of San Vincenzo al Volturno. Acquisitions have allowed to cover a large area,
impossible to investigate with the techniques of archaeological excavation. However, the
contribution of knowledge provided by previous archaeological investigations, published
material, and the experience of those who have worked on the site for years has been
of fundamental importance for the connotation of the results acquired by the RS tech-
niques. Analyses have increased our knowledge of one of the most important religious and
economic sites in medieval Europe and have partly changed the idea of the planimetric
development of the monastery, as supposed in Figure 2 and literature. At the same time,
these totally non-invasive activities allowed to consider new proposals for the investigation,
protection and preservation of the buried structures outside the current boundary of the
archaeological site.
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